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ABSTRACT

LOCATING INFORMATION IN AN INSTRUCTION MANUAL:
THE EFFECTS OF TAB TYPE AND HEADING PLACEMENT
by
Cynthia Ellen Connally
Master of Arts in Psychology - Human Factors

An instruction manual was evaluated to determine the
effects of tab type, heading placement and practice on time
to locate information, number of errors and perceived ease
of use.

Forty-eight computer programmers from UNISYS

Corporation, ranging in age from 21 to 50, participated in
the study.

Subjects in each of three tab groups --

extended tabs, bleeded tabs, or no tabs -- searched for
headings that were centered, left-justified, partially in
the margin or fully in the margin.

Search time results

indicated that subjects located information more quickly
with extended tabs than with bleeded tabs or no tabs,
particularly for the first manual that they used.

They

also perceived the chapters to be easier to find with
extended tabs.

Bleeded tabs were associated with the

longest search times for the first manual.
viii

Within each

manual, a practice effect was found such that search times
were longest for the first of three trial blocks.

Error

results indicated that users missed headings less often
with margin and partial-margin headings and perceived them
to be easiest to find, easiest to distinguish from the text
and most aesthetically pleasing.

However, for the no-tab

group, the partial-margin headings were perceived as easier
to find and more aesthetically pleasing than the margin
headings.

These results are discussed and recommendations

are made regarding the use of extended tabs, as well as
margin and partial-margin headings.
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Locating Information in an Instruction Manual:
The Effects of Tab Type and Heading Placement
Consumer products of all kinds, from coffee makers to
computer software, typically include some form of
documented instructions.

As these products become more

complicated, the instructions that accompany them also
become increasingly complex.

Although there are many ways

to provide instructions for computer products (e.g.,
on-line documentation and printed manuals), for many of
these products the printed manual remains the sole source
of instructions.

One of the major disadvantages of printed

manuals is that information is often difficult to find
(Cohill, 1981).

The following experiment focuses on the

use of different types of tabs and headings as features of
manuals that may assist users in finding information.
A literature review of the way people use manuals as
well as the advantages and disadvantages of using manuals
is presented to determine the types of manual features that
users require to assist them in their searches.
Usage Patterns for Manuals
When people use manuals.

Although manuals frequently

accompany consumer products, people do not always read
them.

Wright, Creighton and Threlfall (1982) determined

that people were more inclined to read instructions for
electrical products than for other consumer products,
especially those used infrequently or perceived to be
complicated.

One explanation for this finding is that
1

users perceive the consequences of misusing electrical
products as more severe than the consequences of misusing
more familiar products.
Accordingly, this study suggests that if people do not
use a computer product frequently or if they perceive the
product to be complex, they will be more likely to read the
associated instructions.
Wright et al.

However, the results of the

(1982) study are based on subjective data

only, so it is not clear from this study alone whether
users would actually read the instructions when trying to
operate an infrequently used or complex product.
In a study of six subjects learning to use office
software, Carroll and Mazur (1984) discovered that even
when users indicated they were going to read all the
instructions carefully before proceeding with the task,
most users read the manual for less than 10 minutes, if at
all.

So although users may be inclined to read entire

manuals, they may actually read only enough to get them
started.
There are many potential reasons why some people use
computer manuals for such a short time.

Some of these

reasons are that users may simply prefer to learn about the
product by trial and error or by using the on-line
documentation.

Other reasons are that the information is

hard to find, the information is confusing or complicated,
or the information does not help them with their task.

The

latter three reasons relate to the three basic tasks that
2

users are faced with when using manuals:

locating

information, understanding information and applying
information (Wright, 1983).
Cohill (1981) found that novice users of interactive
computer systems performed a text editing task with fewer
errors when the help information was stored in a hard copy
manual rather than in an on-line documentation system.

In

fact, he found that these users were hesitant to even
request help when all the information was on-line.
However, he felt that at least part of this difference was
due to the fact that the on-line documentation obscured the
task the user was trying to obtain help on; whereas, when
using the manual, users could view both the help
information and the task simultaneously.

Although the

obstruction of on-line task information may have
contributed to the effect, another reason the users made
fewer errors with the hard copy manuals may be that they
were more familiar with its format and usage.
Relles (1979) found that inexperienced users of
computer systems could not complete on-line tasks unless
they had access to a hard copy manual with no accompanying
on-line aids.

Subjective data from the experiment revealed

that users had no confidence in their ability to use the
system when on-line aids were present.

Relles speculated

that the users' lack of experience with computer systems
contributed to this finding and that the on-line aids
required some form of demonstration.
3
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In a follow-up study with experienced users in which
the on-line aids were demonstrated prior to the experiment 1
Relles (1979) found that users who had access only to
on-line aids performed the tasks faster and with fewer
repeated errors than users who had access only to the
manual.

In addition, the users of on-line aids were more

confident in their ability to use the system than the users
of manuals.

Relles' studies suggest, although a strict

comparison cannot be made 1 that novice computer users have
better success performing on-line tasks when they use a
hard copy manual, whereas experienced users have better
success performing the tasks when they use on-line aids.
How people use manuals.

Wright and Reid (1973)

believe that most users of written information are looking
for the answer to a specific question.

Consequently, they

employ some type of search strategy to find the information
they are seeking rather than reading the manual from cover
to cover.

This theory is supported by Carroll and Mazur's

study of office software (1984).

This study showed that

users who read the manual tended to skip from one section
to another rather than reading the manual sequentially.
Several other studies show similar user behavior.
Lewis and Mack (1982} found that beginning text-editor
users also tended to flip from section to section of a
manual.

Likewise 1 sticht (1977) found that even when

contents lists or indexes were available, users leafed

4
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through documents to find a specific reference more than
90% of the time.
All of these studies support Wright and Reid's view
(1973) that users are typically searching for specific
information rather than reading the manual for general
purposes.

Additionally, the way they tend to search for

information is by fiipping from section to section and
thumbing through the pages.

Given this "random access"

model of user interaction with manuals, the ease with which
users can locate information becomes an important issue.
Advantages of Manuals
Assuming users have a choice between using a manual or
using on-line documentation for computer software, the
advantages of using a manual are discussed below.

It

should be noted, however, that in many cases users have
access only to a manual.
Familiarity.

Computer users are normally familiar

with the basic structure and usage of manuals for other
consumer products.

This familiarity may be one reason why

inexperienced users of computer systems complete tasks
faster and feel more confident when using manuals than when
using on-line aids (Relles, 1979).
Versatility.

Manuals can be read anywhere, at any

time, even when the system is not available.

Also, they

can be easily annotated with personal notes and page
markings.

5

Ability to read faster.

Due to the poorer image

quality of most CRT characters, users typically read the
same text faster from a manual than from a CRT display
(Gould, Alfaro, Finn, Haupt, Minuto & Salaun, 1986).
Ability to view more information.

Manuals typically

allow users to have easy visual access to more information
than on-line documentation (Cohill, 1983).

Users can view

both the left and right pages of a manual and still have
the entire CRT screen devoted to the current task.

The

ability to view more information may be one reason why
Cohill (1983) found that users performed tasks better when
using manuals than when using on-line documentation.
Ability to view help information and task
simultaneously.

It is important for users to be able to

view both their task and task-related documentation, such
as step-by-step instructions, at the same time.

This

ability allows them to compare their work with the
instructions.

Although some on-line help systems allow

users to view at least part of their task and help text
concurrently, the amount of help information that can
usually be viewed at one time, without obscuring vital task
information, is limited.
In a usability test of office software the help screen
covered the task information (Schell, 1986), forcing users
to cycle back and forth between the two screens.

To avoid

this situation, users resorted to writing the task
information on paper prior to requesting help.
6

This

technique allowed the users to view both the task for which
they were requesting help and the help information
simultaneously.

However, part of the purpose of providing

help information on-line was defeated in the process.
Disadvantages of Manuals
Unavailability.

Because manuals can be easily

transported from place to place, they may not be close at
hand when needed.

The difficulty of trying to find the

manual may be enough to discourage people from using it.
Outdated information.

Because frequent updating of

information in manuals translates into high production
costs, manuals are often allowed to become outdated.
Tedious searches.

One of the major disadvantages of

manuals is that they require users to search for
information, whereas on-line documentation typically places
the burden of the search task on the computer.

As a result

of tedious searches, many users waste valuable time and
become frustrated with the manual {Cohill, 1981).
Navigational Aids for Manuals
Many aids are available to help users find information
in manuals.

Waller {1982) calls these aids ''access

structures"

and divides them into two categories:

access structures and local access structures.

global

Global

access structures include features such as contents lists,
concept diagrams, indexes and glossaries, whereas local
access structures include features such as tabs, headings
and page numbers.

Waller (1982) maintains that both types
7

of structures assist users in their information search by
identifying and characterizing particular units of text and
giving those units visual structure.
Visual structure is accomplished primarily through the
use of spatial and typographic cues.

These printing

conventions help users to extract the information they
desire from the text (Haber & Wilkinson, 1982).

Examples

of spatial cues include paragraph indentation, spacing for
punctuation, and spacing for word and sentence boundaries.
Examples of typographic cues include letter size, italics,
boldface and capitalization.

Redundant coding schemes are

often used, incorporating both spatial and typographic cues
(e.g., a heading that is both indented and boldfaced).
Space, both vertical and horizontal, can be used to
achieve separation and grouping of information (Hartley and
Burnhill, 1976).

The importance of spatial grouping has

been demonstrated in Tullis' research with CRT displays
(1984).

By analyzing hundreds of screen layouts he

determined that four variables

overall density, local

density, number of groups and size of groups -- could be
used in a model to predict search times to locate a single
data item on a screen.

Of these four variables the most

important predictor of search time was the size of groups
on a display.

In general, search time decreased as the

size of the groups decreased.

This variable may also play

a part in determining search times for hard copy documents
because it relates to the layout of information.
8

Spencer, Reynolds and Coe (1975) attempted to
determine the types of coding system that make a
bibliographic index easy to use.

They utilized 18

different combinations of typographic and spatial coding to
evaluate differences in search times for author and title
search tasks.

They found that the spatial coding systems

in which the start of each entry was clearly distinguished
were more effective in both-the author and the title search
tasks than any of the other typographic or spatial codes
used.
To users who thumb through a manual, the use of tabs
and headings may be particularly important as navigational
aids because they both provide spatial cues that
distinguish the key information from the background
information.

Headings and subheadings can be encoded with

both spatial and typographic cues to make sections of text
easier to locate.
Tabs.

Cohill and Folley (1983) advocate the use of

tabs as a device to help users find a section of
information quickly.

A more recent instantiation of tabs

is the "bleeded" tab, a small shaded rectangular area
located at the outer edge of the page, within which the
chapter heading is printed.

No behavioral studies to date

have examined the usefulness of either type of tab or have
compared the two types, although tabs have become a common
feature of computer manuals.

9

Headings.

Howard (1981) suggests that the use of

headings can help readers find information and relate
information to the overall structure of the manual by
making the structure more visible.

High-level headings,

such as chapter headings, can be repeated frequently by
including the heading at the top of each page (Howard,
1981) instead of devoting this area to the title of the
book or the manufacturer's name (Wright, 1983).

Placing

these headings near the outer edge of the page to assist
readers who flip through the manual is suggested by Waller
(as reported in Hartley, 1981).

The rationale for this

suggestion is that users are not required to open the book
fully to obtain the information they need.
Waller (1982) suggests that lower-level headings can
further help the user by providing a local access
structure.

Once the desired chapter (the global

information) is found, the user can skim through the
headings (the local information) to pinpoint where in the
chapter the required information is located.
Placement of lower-level headings in relation to the
text is one factor that may affect user performance.
Hartley and Burnhill (1976) found that users were able to
locate information more quickly in a document that
contained headings in the margin than in the same document
with headings in the text area.

One explanation for this

finding is that a heading in the margin forms a visual
group that can be searched separately from the text.
10
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However, other spatial factors were confounded with this
variable, making it difficult to determine how much of the
effect was due to the placement of headings.
One problem with placing the headings in the margin is
that the margins must be wider than normal to accommodate
the headings, which imposes restrictions on the format of
the remaining information (MacDonald-Ross and Waller,
1975).

This placement leaves less room on the page for

the body of text, thereby extending the total number of
pages in the manual and making it more costly to produce.
It also requires that users look through more pages to find
information.
Hartley and Burnhill {1976) criticize the use of
centered headings because they make the structure of the
information difficult to detect.

Additionally, centered

headings may be difficult to find because they are embedded
in the text area, and require users to abandon the typical
top-left to bottom-right scan pattern.

However, no

empirical research has been conducted to validate these
criticisms.
Purpose of Study
The present study will determine the effectiveness of
different types of tabs and heading placements as
navigational aids in a computer manual.

It is proposed

that tabs and headings that are distinguished from the body
of text are easier to locate than those embedded in the
body of text.

Three factors will be tested for their
11
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effects on search time:

a) the type of tabs; b) the

placement of headings within a page; and c) practice.

The

conditions of each factor that will be tested and specific
hypotheses about the results are presented in the following
sections.
Tabs.

The three types of tabs will be as follows:

NONE: no tabs will be provided
BLEEDED TABS: flush with the edge of the page
EXTENDED TABS: physically projecting out from the
edge of the page
It is proposed that users will be able to access
information more quickly with extended tabs than with
bleeded tabs or no tabs.

Because extended tabs protrude

beyond the edge of the page, they are visible as soon as
the front cover of the manual is opened.

Extended tabs

provide visual cues that signal the beginning of each
chapter in the manual, without requiring the users to flip
through all the pages.

The irrelevant information

the

other chapters -- is thus eliminated from the search.

From

this point the users need only flip through a small number
of pages to find the required information.

Bleeded tabs

are expected to produce the next best result because users
can see the tabs by opening the manual just enough to
quickly flip through the pages.

Without tabs, users may be

required to open the manual completely and flip through
much of the manual to find the correct chapter.

12

Headings.

The four heading placements will be as

follows:
CENTERED: centered above the text
LEFT-JUSTIFIED: justified with the left margin of
the text, positioned just above the text
PARTIAL-MARGIN: beginning in the left margin and
extending into the text area
MARGIN: entirely contained within the left margin
See Figure 1 for an example of each heading type.

It is

proposed that users will be able to access information most
quickly with headings that are entirely contained within
the margin and with headings that begin in the margin.
Headings in the margin are surrounded on all four sides by
white space.

Headings that begin in the margin are

surrounded on three sides by white space.

In both cases,

the white space serves to distinguish the headings from the
body of text by increasing the contrast between them.

Thus

the users can scan the headings quickly without being
distracted by extraneous text.

Left-justified headings

are expected to be the next easiest to find because users
can scan down the left side of the body of text and only be
minimally distracted by the text itself.

Centered headings

are expected to produce the longest search times because
they are embedded in the body of text so users might have
difficulty distinguishing the target heading from the
background text.

13

CENTERED HEADING
Centered headings are centered over the body of text. The
width of the text column is maximized because the inner
margin can be fairly small.

LEFT-JUSTIFIED HEADING
Left-justified headings are justified with the left edge of
the text. The width of the text column is the same as that
of the centered heading.

PARTIAL-MARGIN HEADING
Partial-margin headings protrude into the margin.
They do not allow as wide a text column as do centered
or left-justified headings.

MARGIN
HEADING

Margin headings are completely contained within
the margin. The text column for margin headings
is even narrower than that of the partial-margin
headings.

Figure 1. Examples of centered, left-justified, partialmargin and margin headings.
14

Practice.

Three trial blocks within each manual and

four serial positions of the manual will be evaluated to
determine the effects of practice on search time.

It is

predicted that users will be able to access information
more quickly after they have become familiar with the task
and the manual.
Tabs, headings and practice.

It is proposed that when

tabs are used, either extended or bleeded, the effect of
heading placement will be diminished.

Tabs allow the users

to eliminate unwanted information on a global level,
whereas headings allow users to eliminate unwanted
information on a local level.

Because tabs allow users to

quickly focus on a small section of relevant information,
the scope of the search task is greatly reduced.

Without

tabs, users may adopt a different search strategy and flip
through all the pages of the manual rather than finding the
appropriate section first.

Thus, the magnitude of the

heading placement effect with no tabs is expected to be
greater than when users must search through a smaller
portion of the manual for the heading.

15

Method
Subjects
Forty-eight computer programmers and analysts, 24 male
and 24 female, from Unisys Corporation served as subjects
in this experiment.
50.

The subjects ranged in age from 21 to

Six percent of the subjects possessed high school

diplomas only, 2% possessed associate's degrees, 69%
possessed bachelor's degrees, 19% possessed master's
degrees and 4% possessed doctor's degrees.

Ninety-four

percent of the subjects had used more than five different
manuals, with 48 percent of the subjects having more than
30 different manuals.

Ninety-six percent of the subjects

had used manuals on the average at least once a month, with
75% of the subjects having used manuals at least once a
week.

All participants were unfamiliar with the manual

used in the experiment, and with the software described by
the manual.
Materials
Twelve experimental manuals were fabricated from an
existing software manual.

The pages in the manual were 8

1/2 x 11 in (21.59 x 27.94 em) in size.

The content of the

experimental manuals was identical; however, the type of
tabs and the placement of headings within each manual
varied.

The manuals contained seven chapters, one of which

was not used because it was too short when compared with
the other chapters.

The six chapters used averaged 42

16
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pages in length.

Each manual contained 119 first-level

headings.
The extended tabs were blue with white letters and
were attached to the outer edges of cardboard pages, which
were inserted in front of each chapter in the manual.

Five

tabs were visible when the manual was opened and two other
tabs were obscured by tabs above them.

The chapter titles

were printed on the front sides of the tabs.

The bleeded

tabs were gray with black letters and were shown on the
front side of each page in each chapter.

(See Appendix A

for sample pages from the bleeded tab manual.)

Both the

extended tabs and the bleeded tabs measured 2 3/16 x 1/2 in
(5.59

x 1.27 em).
The number of lines and the length of each line on a

page varied depending on the heading placement.

Thus, the

size of margins and number of pages in the manual varied.
Manuals with centered and left-justified headings contained
168 pages with the left margin measuring 1 3/8 in (3.49
em).

Manuals with partial-margin headings contained 178

pages with the left margin measuring 2 in (5.08 em).
Manuals with full margin headings contained 198 pages, with
the left margin measuring 2 3/4 in (6.99 em).

The top

margin for all manuals was 3/4 in (1.91 em), and the right
margin for all manuals was 1 in (2.54 em).
The manuals did not contain contents lists or indexes,
but did contain other standard manual features such as
chapter or section headings and page numbers.
17
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spacing between headings and text was held constant, with
two blank lines above the heading and one blank line below
the heading (except for the margin heading for which the
line space below the heading does not apply).

Typographic

cues were also held constant with all headings presented in
bold, upper-case letters in the same font as that of the
text.
One stopwatch accurate to 0.01 s was used to measure
response times for each trial of the search task.
Design
A 3 x 4 x 3 mixed factorial design was utilized to
test the effects of tab type, heading placement and trial
block on search time.

The between-subjects factor was tab

type and the within-subjects factors were heading placement
and trial block.
Each subject used four manuals with the same content,
but with a unique combination of heading placement and tab
type.

Subjects were offered a break between presentation

of the second and third manuals, but very few actually took
a break.
The subjects' task was to find sections of information
in the manual related to given topics of information.
Appendix B for subject instructions.)

(See

The experiment

simulated a situation in which subjects already knew what
information they were seeking, but didn't know the exact
heading under which the information was located.

Each

topic of information to be found was described on a 3 x 5
18

card.

The topics contained words similar to but not

identical to those of the headings.

For example, if the

actual heading to be found was "Deleting a Form," the
wording on the card was "Find the section that tells you
how to delete a form."

The intent was to make the subjects

read the headings as they normally would, rather than
simply searching for the word shapes depicted on the cards.
To ensure that subjects did not merely memorize word
shapes, the descriptions on the index cards were printed in
both upper and lower-case letters, whereas the actual
headings were in upper-case letters only.

However, this

was not a test of whether the headings were worded
correctly, so the wording did not deviate significantly
from the actual heading.
The presentation order of manuals for each subject in
each tab group was determined by a balanced Latin square.
Each presentation order was used four times within each tab
group.
Subjects searched for 18 headings per manual (three
trials per chapter in the manual based on six chapters).
The headings for each trial were selected, without
replacement, from the first level headings in the manual
based on the following criteria:

a) they did not reference

headings on the first or last page of any chapter; b) they
referenced an equal number of headings on right and left
pages; and c) they referenced exactly one heading from each
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third of each chapter, with each third comprising 4-10
pages.
This selection procedure was used until all 72
eligible headings had been selected (i.e., 18 topics for
four manuals had been determined) .

Each of the four sets

of topics were randomly assigned to each manual for each
subject.
The order of topics within each set was determined by
random selection without replacement, with the restriction
that no two consecutive topics corresponded to headings
within the same chapter.
Procedure
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three
tab groups -- extended tabs, bleeded tabs or no tabs -- and
were tested one at a time.

They began the experiment by

completing a questionnaire (Appendix C) to determine their
educational backgrounds and experience level with computer
manuals.

To familiarize subjects with the procedure, two

practice trials were given.

Subjects were allowed one

minute to skim through the experimental manual so they
could become familiar with the global organization of
information, much the same as they might skim through the
manual of a newly purchased software product.

For each

manual, subjects were handed 18 cards with one topic
printed on each of them.

The stopwatch was started when

the subject indicated he or she had read the card and was
ready to open the manual.

Subjects were allowed to refer
20

to each card as needed to complete the tasks.

When

subjects found the relevant section of information, they
said, "Found it" and pointed to the target heading that
began the section.

At that point, the stopwatch was

stopped if the correct heading was found, and the search
time was recorded.

If subjects found the wrong heading

they were instructed to continue searching until they found
the correct one, and the stopwatch was restarted; no error
was recorded.

If subjects turned to the page on which the

heading was located and failed to notice it, an error was
recorded.
The subjects were asked to verbalize their thoughts
using the "thinking aloud" protocol (Lewis & Mack, 1982) to
help identify any search strategies they were using, or
reasons why they were having difficulty finding a
particular heading.
When subjects completed the trials for each manual,
they completed a questionnaire (Appendix D) on the ease of
finding information based on the particular tab type and
heading placements they used.

When they completed the

trials for all manuals, they were given a debriefing sheet
(Appendix E) to read.

21

Results
The results of the data analyses are presented in two
sections.

The first section contains the results of the

analyses for the behavioral data; the second section
contains the results of the analyses for the subjective
rating data.

All analysis of variance source tables are

presented in Appendix F, and all cell means are presented
in Appendix G.
Behavioral Data
For the first analysis, search times for each manual
were divided into three trial blocks, with each block
containing search times for six trials.

Each block of six

search times was averaged to produce three mean search
times for each of the four manuals per subject.
process helped to average out the effects of:

This
a) the

serial position of headings within the manual; b) the
serial position of headings within the chapters; c) the
placement of headings on right versus left pages; and d)
the vertical heading position within the page.
Mean search times for tab type, heading placement, and
trial blocks are presented in Table 1.

A three-way mixed

analysis of variance, with tab type as the between-subjects
factor and with heading placement and trial block as the
within-subjects factors, was performed on the data to
determine the main effects and interactions of tab type,
heading placement and trial block within a manual.

The

results indicated significant main effects for tab type,
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Table 1
Mean Search Times (in seconds) for Tab Type, Heading
Placement, Trial Block and Serial Position of Manual
TABS

Extended
18.85

23.63

Centered

Leftjustified

HEADINGS

TRIALS

SERIAL
POSITION

Bleeded

None
23.04

Partialmargin

Margin

21.85

22.52

20.62

22.37

1

2

3

23.51

21.12

20.90

1

2

3

4

26.06

22.19

19.43

19.45

Note. Underlined means are NOT significantly different.
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E(2, 45)

=

2 < .001.

3.68, 2 < .05, and trials, E(2, 124)

=

11.35,

Newman-Keuls post-hoc analyses revealed that

search times were shorter for extended tabs than for
bleeded tabs or no tabs (2 < .05), and that search times
were greater for the first trial block than for subsequent
trial blocks (2 < .05).

No effect was found for heading

placement.
For the second analysis, search times for the 18
trials in each manual were averaged to produce one mean
search time for each of the four manuals per subject.

Mean

search times for serial position of manual are presented in
Table 1.
A two-way mixed analysis of variance, with tab type as
the between-subjects factor and serial position of the
manual as the within-subjects factor, was performed on the
data to determine any main effects and interaction of tab
type and the serial positions in which the manuals were
presented.

The results indicated significant main effects

for tab type, E(2, 45) = 3.61, 2 < .05 (as indicated in the
prior analysis), and serial position, E(3, 144) = 23.04,
2 < .001.

A Newman-Keuls post-hoc analysis showed that

search times were greatest for the first serial position,
followed by the second serial position, then the third and
fourth serial pqsitions (2 < .05).

Search times for the

third and fourth serial positions were not significantly
different.
Additionally, a two-way interaction was found
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between tabs and serial position, f(6, 144)
2 < .01.

=

3.19,

Figure 2 graphically displays the effect of

serial position of manuals for each tab type.

The figure

shows that subjects who used bleeded tabs took longer to
find headings in the first manual than did those in the
extended tab and no tab groups.

However, for the second

manual, subjects who used no tab manuals took longer to
find headings than did those in the bleeded tab or extended
tab groups.
One-way between-subjects analyses of variance were
conducted to test for simple effects of tab type for both
the first serial position of the manual and the second
serial position of the manual.

The means for the first

serial position of the manual were 21.53 for extended tabs,
30.90 for bleeded tabs and 25.74 for no tabs.

The means

for the second serial position of the manual were 18.71 for
extended tabs, 23.06 for bleeded tabs and 24.81 for no
tabs.

The results indicated a significant simple effect

for tab type on the first manual, f(2, 47) = 8.01, R <
.001, but not on the second manual.

A Newman-Keuls

post-hoc analysis showed that search times for the bleeded
tab group were significantly different from those of both
the extended tab group and the no tab group for the first
manual only (2 < .05).
For the third analysis, errors were totaled across
trials for each heading placement per subject.

Mean errors

per manual for tab type and heading placement are
25
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The effect of serial position of manual for each
tab type.
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Table 2
Mean Errors per Manual Based on Tab Type, Heading Placement
and Serial Position of Manual
TABS

Extended

Bleeded

None

0.48

0.75

0.39

Centered

Leftjustified

Partialmargin

Margin

0.73

0.75

0.38

0.31

HEADINGS

SERIAL
POSITION

1

0.58

2

0.73

3

0.40

4

0.46

Note. Underlined means are NOT significantly different.
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presented in Table 2.
A two-way mixed analysis of variance, with tab type as
the between-subjects factor and heading placement as the
within-subjects factor, was performed on the data to
determine the main effects and interactions of tab type and
heading placement.

The results indicated a significant

main effect only for heading placement, E(3, 135)
< .01.

=

4.23, 2

A Newman-Keuls post-hoc analysis showed that when

subjects used manuals with margin and partial-margin
headings, they made fewer errors than when they used
manuals with left-justified or centered headings (2 < .05).
For the fourth analysis, errors were totaled across
trials and heading placements for each manual per subject.
Mean errors per manual for tab type and serial position of
manual are presented in Table 2.
A two-way mixed analysis of variance, with tab type as
the between-subjects variable and serial position of manual
as the within-subjects variable, was performed on the data
to determine the main effects and interactions of tab type
and serial position of manual.

The results indicated no

significant main effects or interactions.
Subjective Rating Data
Subjects responded to each question on the
post-experiment questionnaire by selecting a number from 1
to 7, with 1 being the easiest to use or most desirable and
7 being the hardest to use or least desirable.
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Ease of finding chapters.

The mean ratings for the

question "How easy or hard was it to find the chapters you
were looking for?" were 1.38 for the extended tab group,
3.00 for the bleeded tab group and 3.00 for the no tab

group.

Preliminary examination of the data revealed that

there were no differences in the chapter ratings based on
heading placement.

Therefore, a one-way between-subjects

analysis of variance, with tab type as the between-subjects
factor, was performed.

The results indicated a

significant main effect for tab type, f(2, 45)
p < .001.

=

12.25,

A Newman-Keuls post-hoc analysis showed that

subjects in the extended tab group perceived the chapters
to be easier to find than did subjects in the bleeded tab
or no tab groups (p < .05).
Ease of finding headings.

The mean ratings for the

question "Once you found the correct chapter, how easy or
hard was it to find the headings you were looking for?" are
presented in Table 3.

A two-way mixed analysis of

variance, with tab type as the between-subjects factor and
heading placement as the within-subjects factor, was
performed on the responses to the question.

The results

indicated a significant main effect for heading placement,
f(3, 135)

=

23.07, p < .001 and a significant two-way

interaction between tab type and heading placement,
f(6, 135)

=

5.05, p < .001.

No effect was found for tab

type.
A Newman-Keuls post-hoc analysis on the heading
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Table 3
Mean Ratings of Heading Placements as a Function of Tab
Tyne and Heading Placement

----------------------------------------------------------LeftPartialHEADINGS

Centered

justified

margin

Margin

Ql

4.35

3.96

2.79

2.44

Q2

3.98

3.65

2.40

1. 56

Q3

3.98

3.65

2.71

2.65

TABS

None

Ql

3.28

3.58

3.30

Q2

2.48

3.16

3.05

Q3

3.00

3.33

3.42

Bleeded

Extended

Note. Underlined means are NOT significantly different.
Rating scale was 1 - 7, from best to worst,
respectively.
(Ql = Ease of finding headings;
Q2 = Ease of distinguishing headings from text;
Q3 =Preference of heading layout.)
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placements showed that subjects perceived margin headings
and partial-margin headings to be easier to locate than
left-justified or centered headings (2 < .05).
Figure 3 graphically displays the effect of tab type
and heading placement on perceived ease of finding the
headings.

The figure shows that subjects using no tabs

rated the margin headings worse than the partial-margin
headings, whereas subjects in the other groups rated the
margin headings better than the partial-margin headings.
Thus, a one-way within-subjects analysis of variance was
conducted to test for simple effects of heading placement
for the no tab group only.

The means for the no tab group

were 3.94 for centered headings, 3.13 for left-justified
headings, 2.56 for partial-margin headings and 3.50 for
margin headings.

The results indicated a significant

simple effect for heading placement for the no tab group,
l(3, 135) = 3.11, R < .05.

A Duncan post-hoc analysis

showed that ratings for the partial-margin headings were
significantly better than

those of the margin and centered

headings, and that the ratings for the left-justified
headings were significantly better than those of the
centered headings (R < .05).
Ease of distinguishing headings from text.

The mean

ratings for the question "How easy or hard was it to
distinguish the headings from the body of the text?" are
presented in Table 3.

A two-way mixed analysis of

variance, with tab type as the between-subjects factor and
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Figure 3.

The effect of tab type and heading placement
on perceived ease of finding headings. Rating
scale was 1-7, from best to worst, respectively.
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heading placement as the within-subjects factor, was
performed on the responses to the question.

The results

indicated a significant main effect only for heading
placement,

~(3,

135)

=

42.91, 2 < .001.

A Newman-Keuls

post-hoc analysis revealed that subjects perceived the
margin headings to be easier to distinguish from the body
of text than partial-margin headings, left-justified
headings and centered headings.

However, they also

perceived the partial-margin headings to be easier to
distinguish from the body of text than left-justified and
centered headings (p < .05).
Preference of heading layout.

The mean ratings for

the question "How did you like the way the headings and
text were laid out on the page?" are presented in Table 3.
A two-way mixed analysis of variance, with tab type as the
between-subjects factor and heading placement as the
within-subjects factor, was performed on the responses to
the question.

The results indicated a significant main
~(3,

effect for heading placement,

135)

=

10.36, R < .001,

and a significant two-way interaction between tab type and
heading placement,

~(6,

135)

=

3.48, R < .01.

No effect

was found for tab type.
A Newman-Keuls post-hoc analysis performed on the
heading placements showed that subjects preferred the
layout of the margin headings and partial-margin headings
to those of the left-justified and centered headings
(:2 < .05).
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Figure 4 graphically displays the effect of tab type
and heading placement on preferred heading layout.

The

figure shows that subjects using no tabs rated the margin
headings worse than the partial=margin headings, whereas
subjects in the other groups rated the margin headings
better than the partial-margin heading.

Thus, a one-way

within-subjects analysis of variance was conducted to test
for simple effects of heading placement for the no tab
group only.

The means for the no tab group were 3.5 for

centered headings, 2.75 for left-justified headings, 2.18
for partial-margin headings and 3.5 for margin headings.
The results indicated a significant simple effect for
heading placement for the no tab group, I(3, 135)
< .05.

=

3.13,

~

A Newrnan-Keuls post-hoc analysis showed that

ratings for the partial-margin headings were significantly
better than those of the margin and centered headings
.05).

No other significant differences were found.
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The effect of tab type and heading placement on
preferred heading layout. Rating scale was
1-7, from best to worst, respectively.
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Discussion
It is clear from this study that regardless of
individual differences between users, extended tabs allowed
users to locate information more quickly than bleeded tabs
or no tabs, particularly for the first manual that they
used.

By the time the third and fourth manuals were

presented, all three tab types afforded the same quick
access.

Within each of the four manuals, users located

information more slowly in the first trial block than in
the second or third trial block.
Additionally, although no differences were found for
search time between the various heading placements, users
committed fewer errors with margin headings and
partial-margin headings than with left-justified and
centered headings.

Unlike the search time effect which

decreased with practice, the error effect persisted through
the presentation of all four manuals.

Users also perceived

margin and partial-margin headings to be easier to locate,
easier to distinguish from the text and more aesthetically
pleasing than the left-justified or centered headings.
These results are discussed in more detail below.

This is the first study to date that has empirically
validated Cohill and Folley's theory (1983) that tabs
provide quick access to information in manuals.

Extended

tabs appear to be effective because they provide a visual
aid, a memory aid and a physical aid to the user.
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Because users could see the chapter titles on each tab
(except the two tabs that were obscured by other tabs),
they did not need to memorize the location of the chapters.
However, users did memorize both the titles and locations
of the chapters quickly because they could see them every
time they opened the manual.

After the first trial block,

users knew exactly which tab they would go to before they
even opened the manual to begin the search.

Once they

opened the manual, they could easily grab the extended tab
and use it as an aid for quickly flipping to the first page
in the chapter.
An unexpected result of the study was that bleeded
tabs afforded no more help to the user than no tabs.

Even

more surprising was the result that, for the first manual,
users in the bleeded tab group actually took longer to find
the headings than those in the no tab group.
Two reasons why users in both the bleeded tab group
and the no tab group may have taken longer to find the
headings than those in the extended tab group are that they
had more difficulty physically locating the chapters, and
once they located a chapter, they had more difficulty
restricting their search to that chapter.

Users in these

two groups had to flip or turn many pages just to find the
right chapter.

This was a problem particularly for those

who liked to start from the beginning of the chapter and
search the pages sequentially from front to back.

Once

they were in the correct chapter, these users would flip
37
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pages backwards, without attempting to look for the
heading, until they found the first page of the chapter.
Even if the beginning of the chapter was only a page or two
away, it was often time-consuming for them to check each
page to see if it was the first page of the chapter.
Furthermore, once they began this sequential search they
sometimes flipped right through to the next chapter without
noticing the change in chapter titles.

This inadvertant

slip into the next chapter never occurred with the extended
tabs because the tabs provided a physical barrier between
the chapters.
Because this procedure was tedious, some users adopted
a different search style after a while.

Instead of first

finding the beginning of the chapter, they began their
search for the heading as soon as they had found any page
within the chapter.

Several users commented that they

would not search this way if the manual had tabs.

However,

this alternate search style was not without problems
either.

Sometimes users lost their starting place (which

they normally retained with a finger or hand) and had to
search through some of the headings a second time.

This

was another reason why users in these groups took longer to
find the headings than users in the extended tab group.
However, this additional page-flipping time does not
explain why users in the bleeded tab group took longer to
find headings in the first manual than did those in the no
tab group.

One explanation for this finding is that the
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bleeded tabs did not provide a memory aid to the user,
although they did provide a visual indication of the
location of the chapters.

Because the bleeded tabs

provided a more noticeable indication of the chapter titles
than did the manual with no tabs,

~sers

in this group may

have spent more time trying to memorize the location of the
chapters.

Thus .• when they opened the manual they still had

to remember whether the chapter was located in the third or
fourth position, for example.
One problem users encountered in trying to memorize
the chapter locations was that they tended to confuse
chapter titles containing similar words with each other.
For example, if the target chapter was "Defining and
Maintaining Forrr.librariesjForms," users sometimes flipped
to the chapter on "Defining and Maintaining Fields."

The

attempt to memorize the chapter tit.les might account for
the longer

sear~h

times associated with the first manual

for the bleeded tab group.
The practice effect between the manuals was most
likely due to users memorizing ths location of the chapters
within the manual.
slowly in the

fi~st

All three groups found information more
manual, followed by the second manual.

Users of bleeded tab manuals and no tab manuals were able
to flip to the correct chapter as quickly as did users of
extended tab mar.uals after presentation of the first two
. manuals presumably because they knew exactly what portion
of the manual to flip to.

However, it is doubtful that
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users would remember the location of the chapters over time
if they did not use the manual frequently.

Thus, it

appears that the most important function of the extended
tabs is to provide a memory aid to the users.
Users' ratings of the ease of finding the chapters
supported the behavioral data findings.

That is, they

perceived the chapters to be easiest to find when using the
extended tabs, which also provided the quickest access to
the chapters.
Headings
No differences in search time were found for heading
placement.

One reason that may account for the failure to

find differences between the heading placements is the
variability in users' search styles.

Not only did search

styles vary from person to person, but they also varied
from trial to trial for each person.
The search styles varied in several dimensions.
first dimension was direction of the search.

The

Some examples

of the search directions used within a chapter were front
to back, back to front, middle to back then middle to
front, and middle to front then back to middle.

When users

searched from front to back many of them commented that it
was easiest to detect headings on the right page.

However,

when users searched from back to front, they commented that
it was easiest to detect headings on the left page.

With

both search styles, users commented that it was hardest to
detect headings at the very top or very bottom of the page.
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The headings at the top of the page tended to blend in with
the page header, whereas headings at the bottom of the page
were simply not anticipated.
A second dimension in which the search styles varied
was the manner in which users turned the pages.

Most users

turned the pages as opposed to flipping through the outer
edges of the pages.

The users who flipped through the

pages were still required to open the manual enough to see
the inside of

t~e

right page so they could detect the

margin, partial-margin and left-justified headings.

Some

of the users who started out flipping the pages ended up
turning the pages in order to see the full page.

Several

users commented that they would like the margin headings to
be in the outer margin of each page so they could just flip
through the outer edges of the pages.

This observation

suggests that the way the headings are presented on the
page may affect the user's search style.

A third dimension

of search style was use of contextual cues.

Sometimes

users would try to predict the location of a particular
heading based on words used in the heading.

For example,

if the heading was "Maintaining a Form," many users would
predict that the heading would be located near the middle
or end of a chapter and flip directly to that part of the
chapter.

On a few occasions, a user would think he or she

was in the wrong part of the chapter because the headings
did not appear to be related to the search topic.
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When

this happened the user would slow down quite a bit, thereby
increasing the search time for that trial.
Several users commented that all of the headings could
be improved by standardizing their vertical position on the
page.

This would allow users to anticipate the location of

the heading, thereby restricting the focus of their search.
These findings on heading placement seem to contradict
previous studies (Spencer, Reynolds & Coe, 1975; Hartley &
Burnhill, 1976) in which manipulation of the spatial
arrangement of text on a page affected how quickly users
found information.

However, in both of those studies other

factors were manipulated, making it difficult to know how
much of the effect was due to a single spatial variable.
Another important difference between the previous studies
and this one is the volume of material through which the
users searched.

The manual used in this study contained

between 168 and 198 pages, which allowed much more
variability in search styles than the previous studies.
Also, when performing a sequential search, users had to
search through more pages with the margin and
partial-margin headings than with the left-justified and
centered headings.

However, if they did not search

sequentially this may not have had any effect.
Regardless of the individual differences in search
style, users committed the fewest errors with the margin
headings, followed by the partial-margin headings.

Because

this error trend closely resembles the trend for subjective
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ratings of heading placements, it seems likely that users
perceived the heading placements for which they made the
fewest errors to be the easiest to locate, the easiest to
distinguish from the body of text, and the most
aesthetically pleasing.

Evidently, users' perceptions of

how easy it was to locate a heading did not depend heavily
on how long it took them to find the heading, but rather on
how many errors they committed while trying to find the
heading.
Presumably, the margin and partial-margin headings
were passed over less frequently than the left-justified or
centered headings because they were more clearly
distinguished from the body of text.
the headings support this theory.
users cited included the following:

Users' comments on

Some of the reasons
a) headings "jumped"

out from the page and thus were easier to scan, b) users
knew that headings would always appear on the left side of
the page so they knew where to look, and c) the body of
text looked like it would be easier to read because the
columns were narrower.

One problem with the margin

headings was that long headings resulted in a "stacked"
appearance which some users found difficult to read.

Users

suggested shortening lengthy headings that extended over
more than one line in the margin.

Other users simply

preferred the partial-margin heading to the margin heading
for this reason.
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Users cited many reasons for rating the left-justified
and centered headings worse than the margin and
partial-margin headings.

These reasons included:

a) the

headings blended in with the text so users had to search
the entire page instead of a smaller portion of the page,
and b) headings at the top and bottom of the page were easy
to overlook.

For the left-justified headings, users

suggested distinguishing the headings from the text by
adding more white space, making the headings bolder andjor
larger, making the headings a different font or indenting
the body of the text.

For the centered headings, users

complained that the headings didn't always start in the
same column, making it difficult to anticipate where to
look on the page.

Again, they suggested using more white

space around the headings to make them easier to detect.
Interestingly, the tab type affected users' ratings
for ease of finding the headings and preferred heading
layout.

The most striking difference between ratings is

that users in the no tab group perceived the partial-margin
headings to be easier to find than the margin headings, and
rated the margin headings almost as poor as the centered
headings.

Users also favored the layout of the

partial-margin headings instead of the margin headings and
rated the margin headings as poor as the centered headings.
Users may have been paying attention to the top line on the
page which contained the centered chapter title, thus their
attention was focused on the central part of the page, not
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in the margin area.

For this reason the margin headings

may have been perceived as distracting because they made it
more difficult to keep an eye on the chapter title at the
top of the page.
Two explanations may account for the practice effect
within manuals.

First, users became familiar with the task

after the first six trials (one trial block) and thus were
able to perform the successive trials more quickly.
Second, users became familiar with the heading placements
in each manual during the first trial block and were able
to perform successive trials more quickly because they knew
what to expect.
Generalizations and Limitations
This study was restricted to computer programmers and
analysts.

Other studies are needed to validate these

findings with other subject populations.
Because the content of the manual was not tested in
this study, the results are applicable to any instruction
manual with the same features.

It should be noted that

only one level of heading was tested in this study so
generalizations to hierarchical heading structures should
be avoided.

Future research is needed to determine the

best combination of heading placements.
Additionally, although this study addressed the search
task only, it is important to consider that normally users
are both searching and reading.

When users are reading

rather than searching, margin headings may be perceived as
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distracting because they pull users' eyes away from the
body of text.

So, ironically, the factor that makes margin

headings ideally suited for search tasks makes them poor
candidates for reading tasks.
Although part of the purpose of this study was to
isolate the effect of manipulating spatial arrangements of
headings and text, it should be remembered that typographic
variables may also be manipulated to make information
easier to find (see Spencer, Reynolds & Coe, 1975).

Some

examples of typographic cues are increasing the contrast
between the bold headings and the non-bold text and, when
various font sizes are available, increasing the size of
the heading font relative to the text font.
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Conclusions
The memory aid provided by extended tabs in this study
seems to justify the additional cost associated with
production of these tabs, especially for casual users who
may forget the chapter titles and locations from one
session to the next.

Conversely, bleeded tabs do not seem

to be worth the additional cost because they do not provide
any benefit over no tabs and require users to initially
spend more time matching chapter titles to tab locations.
Additional research is needed to clarify the optimum
number of pages between tabs and whether any extra benefit
would be derived if chapter titles were printed on both the
front and back sides of the tab.
The search aid provided by both margin and
partial=margin headings in terms of reduced errors
indicates the value of providing these heading placements
for search tasks.

Additional research is needed to

determine if the benefits of margin headings justify the
extra cost associated with producing them since
partial-margin headings provide the same benefits at a
lower cost.

It is possible that further gains in

performance, in terms of both search time and errors, could
be realized if margin headings were always placed in the
outer margin of the page so users could easily flip through
the edges of the pages without fully opening the manual.
However another means of making the headings visible while
users are reading the text would be needed.
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One example

that accommodates both search and reading patterns is
evident in some of the personal computer software manuals
available today.

They provide both outer margin headings

for users who like to quickly scan the headings, and
left-justified headings for users who like to see the text
and the headings simultaneously while they are scanning or
reading.
For shorter manuals in which provisions are made for
making headings visible while the user is reading, and the
use of margin headings will not add a significant number of
pages to the manual, the benefits of margin headings may
outweigh the cost.

However, for longer manuals such as the

one used in this study (approximately 200 pages), providing
margin headings adds about 20 pages to the manual and does
not provide any additional benefit when compared to the
partial-margin headings.

Although the partial-margin

headings allow users to easily scan the headings without
interrupting the user's reading task, they require the user
to fully open the manual just to scan the headings.
Therefore, it is suggested that future researchers compare
partial-margin headings to outer-margin headings in terms
of search style, search time and errors, as well as
perceptions of ease of use.

If a significant reduction in

search time or errors can be achieved with the outer-margin
headings, and users do not object to the added length of
the manual, then the benefits may justify the cost of
producing such manuals.
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When the use of centered and left-justified headings
is necessary, as it may be when a hierarchical heading
structure is used, efforts should be made to provide extra
blank lines in between the text of the preceding section
and the heading for the new section.

This extra white

space may provide enough assistance to the user so these
headings are not missed.

It is particularly important to

ensure that the headings are easy to detect since, in this
study, users' error performance did not show any signs of
improvement with extended use of a manual.
The major implication of this study is that if users
are able to find information more quickly, and with fewer
errors, they will be less frustrated and will be more
likely to use manuals when they need them.

Knowing that

users will read a manual is important, particularly when
there is no other way to impart information.
Finally, by providing more usable manuals, users will
be able to devote more time to the task they are performing
rather than to the manual.
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System overview
E,xpl§DAt10D

SAve

Used on the Paint Character Kaintenance screen
to allow you to save specified paint
characters for use in future sessions.

SEpara-te

Used only if you have SDF with the AdVanced
Data Dictionary System (ADDS). It separates
existing standalone fields from forms, and
forms from formlibraries. The entities exist
separately in the ADDS dictionary.

UTilltY

Used on the Utilities menu and the Copy screen
to perform the activities shown.
EIITU'1' •AXE FIELD

An •entity• refers to a field, form, or formlibrary. EntitY name fields
appear on each screen, as shown below (the Form Name and Formlibrary
Name fields).

•

Durini each session, once you use a Create, Kodify, or Inquire action on
an entity, SDF establishes the entity as the •current• entity. It is
assumed that you want to continue working with that entity until you use
a create, Modify, or Inquire action on another entitY: the other entitY
then becomes current.
once established, the name of the current entity
is
displayed
automatically in the appropriate Entity field on each screen. For
existing
example, if you begin a session and inquire about an
formlibrary, it becomes the current formlibrary entity. When the Form
Definition Screen is displayed, the name of the current formlibrary is
displayed in the Formlibrary Name field.
Mote that you must sometimes establish a particular current entity
before you can use the Go action or select an actiVity from the Home
menu. For example, when runnine standard SDF, you must establish a
current formlibrary before you can use the Go action to display the
Field Definition screen. This is because the Field Definition screen
provides entry fields for the field and form name, but not for the
formlibrary name. For SDF to determine which formlibrary to use, you
must have established the formlibrary previously.
You can display some of the screens (usine the Go action or a selection
from the Home menu) without establishini a formlibrary, because these
screens provide entry fields for both the formlibrary and form.
For
example, the Form Definition screen provides entry fields for both the
formlibrary and form names.

Sample Bleeded Tab with centered Heading
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System Overview
4.

The Paint scr&en is displayed automatically after step 3. Paint the
form image (field delimiters, highlight symbols. and literal text)
on a blank Paint screen.

s. De!ine fields and their attributes interactively as screens are
pr.esented.
6.

This step is optional. Define valid values tor a field on a form
using a Value Checking screen. You might also want to define default
and noinput values using the Paint screen.

7.

This step is optional. Enter
forms uSing the Help Text
then be printed or generated,
help text for the application

8.

This step is optional.
Validate the form, usinl a
utilitY
operation.
Validation is done automatically when a forml1brary is
senerated; however, prior validation allows you to find and correct
errors before you 1enerate the formlibrary.

9.

Generate a formlibrary, usinl a utility

textual descriptions for fields or
Definition screen. This help text can
using a utility operation. to become
user.

operat~on.

STAJIDALOIIE FIELDS AIID FORllS
Standalone fields and forms can be created only if you ftave the Advanced
Data Dictionary System (ADDS).
A standalone field exists by itself,
without beina qualified by a form. A standalone form exists without
beina qualified by a !ormlibrary.
Standalone fields are 1enerally those that occur often on forms used in
different applications, so that it is simpler to maintain them in the
ADDS dictionary as separate entities that can be shared. An example of
a useful standalone field would be one for zip code. It could be
maintained in the dictionary as
ZIP-CODE TYPE

~IC

LENGTH 9

It could then be used in a-data base record, a
form.

•

fi~e

record,

or

in

a

To create forms, you can use entities that have been previously defined
with ADDS. such as fields.
or you can use SDF runninl ·with ADDS to
define standalone fields and forms. You add fields to forms or forms to
formlibraries usina a Relate action.
To separate them, you use a
Separate action. You can define the form first and relate it to a
!ormlibrary later. or define the form and relate it to a formlibrary at
the same time. You can also relate a standalone form to several
different formlibraries .

Sample Bleeded Tab with Left-justified Heading
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This step is optional. Define valid values for a field usine
the Value Checkine screen.

7.

This step is optional. Validate the form, usine a utility
operation.
Validation is done when the formlibrary is
eenerated; however, prior validation allows you to find and
correct errors before the formlibrary is eenerated.

8.

Include forms in a formlibrary. Display the Form Definition
screen and use the RELATE command to relate each form to the
appropriate formlibrary.

USUG IIElfUS AID scn:EI'S U

SDF

The screen Desien Facility uses menus and screens to euide you
throueh the procedures for creatine formlibraries, forms, and
fields, and to allow you to choose other options and utilities.
SDF also allows you to refresh any screen or menu.
For
information about how to use the Refresh action, refer to •Action
Field• in this section.
The followine information covers the eeneral procedures for usine
screens and menus. It explains screen title abbreviations, the
headine format, Action and Next Screen fields, Version and
Directory fields, and automatic and specific screen routine.
This eeneral information applies to each screen illustrated in
the euide.
Specific explanations of each screen cover the
information you need to complete a particular task.
scn:EI'

TITLE

ABBREVIATIOIIS

If you use an SDF screen title, you can abbreviate it to the
minimum number of characters needed to make the title unique. If
the title is two or more words, you must leave a space between
each word or between each abbreviation.
For example, the
abbreviation for the Paint screen is •p s•, not •ps•.

•

The minimum abbreviation for each title is listed on the screen
to
the
left of the screen title.
The appendix •screen
Information" provides a list of screen titles and abbreviations.
SDF on-line help text also provides a list of screen titles and
abbreviations when you press [SPCFY] within the Next Screen
field. See "Next Screen Field" fer details •
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The minimum abbreviation for each title is listed on
the screen to the left of the screen title. The
appendix "Screen Information• provides a list of
screen titles and abbreviations. SDF on-line help
text also provides a list of screen titles and
abbreviations when you press [SPCFY) within the Next
screen field. see "Hext screen Field" for details.
If you enter an invalid screen title, you get an
error message and have to enter the title correctly.
BEADIWG FOI!llAT

All the InterPro product menus and screens have a
standard heading format. The following is an example
of a screen that inclUdes a heading format.
In the middle of the first line is the title of the
screen and the minimum title abbreviation that can be
used to display the screen. For example, the sample
screen above is titled "Sample Screen,• and its
abbreviation is •s s•.
The designator on the right side of the first line
indicates which system the screen or menu represents.
For instance, the word "SDF" indicates that you are
using a screen under that system.

AC'l'IOif FIELD

An action indicates what function you want to perform
while using a screen or after completing an activity,
and is entered in the Action field. As shown in the
sample screen below, the Action field is on the
second line, and actions used on the screen are
displayed on the third line.
When a screen is displayed, 1t mieht have a default
action in the Action field. To change a default,
enter a new action over it. You can enter the whole
word, or the minimum number of letters that makes the
word unique,
such
as
•u~.
for
"Home." The
recommended
abbreviation
is shown in uppercase
letters on the screen. When entering an action, note
that
you
can
use uppercase, lowercase, or a
combination of uppercase and lowercase characters.
The valid actions and an explanation of their general
use follow.
More detailed information about how
actions are used on specific screens is explained in
appropriate sections in this guide.
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Appendix B
FINDING INFORMATION IN MANUALS
Instructions
Your task in this study is to find different headings in
each of four computer manuals. The study will last
approximately one hour. After you finish reading these
instructions, you will be given a few minutes to
familiarize yourself with the first manual. It is not
important to memorize anything, just flip through the pages
to see what the manual is about (i.e., what are the general
categories?) and how it is organized.
After you have looked through the manual, you will be given
a set of index cards with topics of information printed on
them.
Imagine that you are trying to learn a new software
product by referring to the manual periodically. The
topics on the cards are topics that you wish to learn more
about. Each topic relates to a specific heading within a
section of the manual. You will be given two practice
trials so you can become familiar with the procedure before
the study begins. Please follow the steps below for each
card:
1.

Read the card.

2.

Say "Ready" when you have read the card and are
ready to search for the heading in the manual.

3.

Wait until I say "Go", then open the manual and
look for the heading that relates to your topic.

4.

When you find the heading that relates to your
topic, say "Found it" and point to it.

5.

Close the manual.

Use the manuals as you would normally use them.
Work at your normal pace; there is no need to race through
the cards. Remember that it is the manual that is being
evaluated, not you.
Think out loud; state your thoughts and feelings out loud
so I can note which parts of the manual you like or dislike
and which parts of the manual present problems.
Don't read the section once you have found the heading that
you think relates to your topic.
If you find a heading
different from the one intended, I will simply tell you to
keep looking.
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If you have any questions about the experiment, ask them
now.
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Appendix c
PARTICIPANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Name:

-----------------------------------------------------------

Age: - - - Sex (circle one) :

Male

Female

Handedness (circle one):

Right-handed

Left-handed

Have you ever used the Screen Design Facility (SDF)
Operations Guide (circle one)?
Yes

1.

2.

No

Circle the letter that corresponds to your current
highest level of education.
a.

High school graduate

b.

AA degree

c.

BA or BS degree

d.

MA

e.

PhD or other doctorate degree

or MS degree

circle the letter that best represents the number of
times you have used any type of screen design
software.
a.

0

-

b.

6

- 10

c.

11

-

20 times

d.

21

-

30 times

e.

31 or more times

5 times

times

59
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3.

4.

5.

____...,. __......_

-··

___

-----

Circle the letter that best represents the number of
different computer manuals that you have used.

a.

0 -

5

b.

6 -

10

c.

11 -

20

d.

21 -

30

e.

31 or more

Circle the letter that best represents how often you
use computer manuals.
a.

less than once a month

b.

about once a month

c.

a few times a month

d.

once a week

e.

several times a week

f.

every day

Circle the letter that best represents how often you
use computer products.
a.

less than once a month

b.

about once a month

c.

a few times a month

d.

once a week

e.

several times a week

f.

every day
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Appendix D
Locating Information in Manuals
Please answer the following questions about the manual that
you just used as accurately as possible. Circle the number
that best represents your answer.
1.

How easy or hard was it to quickly find the chapters
you were looking for?
VERY
EASY
1

2.

VERY
2

3

4

5

6

HARD
7

Once you found the correct chapter, how easy or hard
was it to quickly find the headings you were looking
for?
VERY
EASY
1

VERY
2

3

4

5

6

HARD
7

Additional Comments (e.g., Why were the headings easy
or hard to find?):
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How easy or hard was it to distinguish the headings
from the body of the text?
VERY

VERY
EASY
1

2

3

4

5

6

HARD
7

Additional Comments (e.g., Why were the headings easy
or hard to distinguish from the text?}:

4.

How did you like the way the headings and text were
layed out on the pages?
VERY
MUCH
1

NOT VERY
MUCH
2

3

4

5

6

7

Additional Comments (e.g., What did you like or not
like about the layout?):
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5.

What, if anything, would make the chapters easier to
find or better?

6.

What, if anything, would make the headings easier to
find or better?

Additional Comments:

*****

-------------------------------------------

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY
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Appendix E

LOCATING INFORMATION IN MANUALS
Debriefing
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of
different kinds of tabs and headings on the ease of finding
information in a manual. The types of tabs used were:
extended tabs, bleeded tabs (flush with the page edge) or
no tabs.
The types of headings used were: centered,
left-justified, partially in the margin or fully in the
margin.
Thank you for participating in the study. Your assistance
will help to determine what features might make finding
information in manuals easier.
Please do not discuss the nature of this study with anyone
who might be participating because they may behave
differently than they normally would if they know what is
being tested.
If you would like a copy of the final report
please print your name and address on the list provided.
Thank you again for your cooperation.
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Appendix F
Analysis of Variance Source Tables
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Table F-1
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Search Time as a
Function of Tab Type, Heading Placement and Trial Block

SOURCE

ss

df

MS

F

18506.82

47

2603.33

2

1301.67

15903.49

45

353.41

5672.72

124

Headings (H)

322.52

3

107.51

1.12

Trials (TR)

806.12

2

403.06

11.35

T X H

245.62

6

40.94

.42

T X TR

145.20

4

36.30

1.02

H X TR

307.13

6

51.59

1.06

T

648.99

12

54.08

1.12

3197.14

90

35.52

24179.54

171

Between
Tabs (T)
Error
Within

X

H X TR

Error
Total

66

3.68

p

.05

.001

-

~·
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Table F-2
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Search Time as a
Function of Tab Type and Serial Position of Manual

ss

df

5999.06

47

828.73

2

414.36

5170.33

45

114.90

4561.54

144

1412.20

3

P X T

390.95

Error

SOURCE
Between
Tabs (T)
Error
Within
Position (P)

Total

MS

F

p

3.61

.05

470.73

23.04

.001

6

65.16

3.19

.01

2758.39

135

20.43

10560.60

191

67

Table F-3
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Search Time as a
Function of Tab Type for First Serial Position of Manual
Only (Simple Main Effect of Tabs)

SOURCE
Tabs

ss

df

MS

705.47

2

352.74

Error

7928.72

180

44.05

Total

8634.19

182

F

8.01

Note. Error term was obtained from ANOVA Table F-2.
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p
.001
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Table F-4
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Search Time as a
Function of Tab Type for Second Serial Position of Manual
only (Simple Main Effect of Tabs)

SOURCE
Tabs

ss

df

111.45

2

Error

7928.72

180

Total

8040.17

182

~·

MS
55.73

F

l . 27

44.05

Error term was obtained from ANOVA Table F-2.
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Table F-5
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Errors as a Function
of Tab Type, and Heading Placement

ss

df

38.17

47

4.46

2

2.23

33.71

45

0.75

95.50

144

Headings (H)

7.63

3

2.54

4.23

T X H

7.44

6

1.24

2.07

Error

80.43

135

0.60

133.67

191

SOURCE
Between
Tabs (T)
Error
Within

Total

70

MS

F

p

2.97

.01

Table F-6
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Errors as a Function
of Tab Type and Serial Position of Manual

SOURCE
Between

ss

df

MS

F

38.17

47

4.46

2

2.23

33.71

45

0.75

95.50

144

Position (P)

3.12

3

1.04

1.63

P X T

6.45

6

1.08

1.69

Error

85.93

135

0.64

133.67

191

Tabs (T)
Error
Within

Total

71

2.97

p

ll

Table F-7
Analysis of Variance Source Table for "Ease of Finding
Chapter" Rating as a Function of Tab Type

SOURCE

ss

df

MS

Tabs

28.17

2

14.08

Error

51.75

45

1.15

Total

79.92

47

72

F

p

12.25

.001

'
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Table F-8
Analvsis of Variance Source Table for "Ease of Finding
Headings" Rating as a Function of Tab Type and Heading
Placement

ss

df

103.98

47

3.57

MS

F

2

1.79

.80

100.41

45

2.23

409.50

144

120.85

3

40.28

23.07

.001

H

52.93

6

8.82

5.05

.001

Error

235.72

135

1.75

513.48

191

SOURCE
Between
Tabs (T)
Error
Within
Headings (H)
T

X

Total

73

p

Table F-9
Analysis of Variance Source Table for "Ease of Finding
Headings" Rating as a Function Headinq Placement for No Tab
Group Only (Simple Main Effect of Headings)

SOURCE
Headings

ss

df

MS

16.31

3

5.44

Error

235.72

135

1. 75

Total

252.03

138

F

3.11

Note. Error term was obtained from ANOVA Table F-8.

74

p
.05

Table F-10
Analvsis of Variance Source Table for "Distinguishing
Headings from Text" Rating as a Function of Tab Type and
Heading Placement

ss

df

187.42

47

16.64

2

8.32

170.78

45

3.80

386.50

144

180.67

3

60.22

42.91

T X H

16.36

6

2.73

1.94

Error

189.47

135

1.40

573.92

191

SOURCE
Between
Tabs (T)
Error
Within
Headings (H)

Total

75

MS

F

p

2.19

.001

Table F-11
Analysis of Variance Source Table for "Layout of Headings"
Rating as a Function of Tab Type and Heading Placement

ss

df

158.74

47

6.79

2

3.40

151.95

45

3.38

388.75

144

Headings (H)

64.64

3

21.55

10.36

T X H

43.38

6

7.23

3.48

Error

280.73

135

2.08

547.49

191

SOURCE
Between
Tabs (T)
Error
Within

Total

76

MS

F

p

1.01

.001
.01

Table F-12
Analysis of Variance Source Table for "Layout of Headings"
Rating as a Function Heading Placement for No Tab Group
Only (Simple Main Effect of Headings)

SOURCE
Headings

ss

df

MS

19.54

3

6.51

Error

280.73

135

2.08

Total

300.27

138

F

3.13

Note. Error term was obtained from ANOVA Table F-11.

77

p
.05

Appendix G
Cell Means for all Variables
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Table G-1
Mean Search Time Cin seconds) for Locating Headings as a
Function of Tab Type, Heading Placement, and Trial Block
Trials
Headings

Centered

Leftjustified

Partialmargin

Margin

Tabs

1

2

3

Extended

19.406

18.662

16.262

Bleeded

24.931

21.588

27.525

None

24.906

22.500

20.888

Extended

19.912

17.631

19.550

Bleeded

25.537

24.700

24.337

None

23.906

23.238

23.900

Extended

19.119

16.850

17.500

Bleeded

25.313

21.200

19.588

None

25.037

20.219

20.750

Extended

20.812

20.463

20.087

Bleeded

24.619

23.844

20.400

None

28.619

22.513

19.988
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Table G-2
Mean Search Time Cin seconds) for Locating Headings as a
Function of Tab Type, and Serial Position of Manual
Serial Position
Tabs

1

2

3

4

Extended

21.525

18.706

18.631

16.713

B1eeded

30.900

23.062

19.700

21.229

None

25.744

24.806

19.956

20.512
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Table G-3
Mean Errors for Locating Headings as a Function of Tab
Type, and Heading Placement
Heading Placement
Tabs

Centered

Leftjustified

Partialmargin

Margin

Extended

0.625

0.813

0.250

0.250

Bleeded

1.125

1.186

0.438

0.250

None

0.438

0.250

0.438

0.438
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Table G-4
Mean Errors for Locating Headings as a Function of Tab
Type, and Serial Position of Manual
Serial Position
Tabs

2

1

3

4

Extended

0.250

0.938

0.313

0.438

Bleeded

1.125

0.750

0.688

0.438

None

0.375

0.500

0.188

0.500
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Table G-5
Mean Ratings for "Ease of Locating Headings" Question as a
Function of Tab Type, and Heading Placement
Heading Placement
Tabs

Centered

Leftjustified

Partialmargin

Margin

Extended

4.750

4.063

2.688

1. 688

Bleeded

4.375

4.688

3.125

2.125

None

3.938

3.125

2.563

3.500
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Table G-6
Mean Ratinqs for "Ease of Distinguishing Headings from
Text" Question as a Function of Tab Type, and Heading
Placement
Heading Placement
Centered

Leftjustified

Extended

4.375

4.000

2.625

1.188

Bleeded

4.062

4.125

2.688

1.750

None

3.500

2.813

1. 875

1.750

Tabs
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Partialmargin

Margin

Table G-7
Mean Ratings for "Layout of Headings" Question as a
Function of Tab Type, and Heading Placement
Heading Placement
Tabs

Centered

Leftjustified

Partialmargin

Margin

Extended

4.375

4.125

3.062

2.125

Bleeded

4.063

4.063

2.875

2.313

None

3.500

2.750

2.188

3.500
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